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With 7 punch-out cards featuring the characters and scenes from Pride & Prejudice: A BabyLitÂ®

Counting Primer and a box to use as a stage set, you can turn Jane Austenâ€™s classic into hours

of fun! Stroll in an English village with Mr. Darcy and Mr. Bingley, act out four marriage proposals,

march the soldiers in uniform, or set up a lovely English village with Pemberley, Longbourn, and

Netherfield. Introduce your little lit-o-phile into the world of drama by setting the stage with Jane

Austenâ€™s classic storyline. Includes sturdy box for storage and play  BabyLitÂ® artwork Â©
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This very high quality board book was a gift to my 18 month old, we adore it! The gift set has the

cardboard people from P&P, the illustration is AMAZING! So creative & true to the story. We

ordered the Sense & Sensibility book, and Alice in Wonderland. If you love classic literature & are

looking for a beautiful way to share it with your little one, you're going to love the Baby Lit books!

Paper dolls for very little girls just don't get any cuter! I love that my daughter is absorbing a classic

novel in board book form. What a great way to introduce her to the wonderful world of literature. I

love this set.

This is set is well made, and since the board book is included, I think it makes a sweet gift! The



cardboard pieces are sturdy and bring the book to life. My 5 year old loves it. There are matching

cardboard stands to set every piece upright. They are not too small for little hands, but definitely for

a child above toddler age. Adults would enjoy making scenes with these, perhaps on a book

shelf!The only disappointment is that only two of the sisters are included! I mean, what is the Pride

and Prejudice set without all FIVE of the Bennett Sisters? I think this would add greatly to the set.

Other than that, we have no complaints. I think much play can be had from the pieces that are

included. This was a prop for my baby shower, as I am working on baby girl #5 (so appropriate!). All

in all, we are satisfied. The book was signed by all the guests, and reading it to baby will remind me

of all the love that was showered on us.

Just had to own it as it is adorable. Great book for preschoolers (even if they don't know who Jane

Austen is!) but better for serious Jane Austen addicts. It has cute paper dolls (made of chip board),

background and accessories. Nice job, Jennifer Adams.

This is a great series of books for babies. The artwork is creative and engrossing for my nephew,

while his parents appreciate the inspiration taken from their favorite novels. It's a winner for

everyone!

This is the absolutest adorable set! Includes the book and several thick board punch outs for them

to play with. It is a quality item, even the box is thick and substantial.
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